Abstract.The spectrum allocation for cognitive radio networks (CRNs) has received considerable studies under the assumption that the bandwidth of spectrum holes is static. However, in practice, the bandwidth of spectrum holes is timevaried due to primary user/secondary user (PU/SU) activity and mobility, which result in non-determinacy. This paper studies the spectrum allocation for CRNs with non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes. We present a novel probability density function (PDF) model through order statistic to describe the non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes and provide a bound to approximate it. After that, a statistical spectrum allocation model based on stochastic multiple knapsack problem (MKP) is established for spectrum allocation with non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes. To reduce the computational complexity, we transform this stochastic programming probleminto a constant MKP though exploiting the properties of cumulative distribution function (CDF), which can be solved via MTHG algorithm by using auxiliary variable. Simulation results illustrate that the proposed statistical spectrum allocation algorithm can achieve better performances compared to the existing algorithms when the bandwidth of spectrum holes istime-varied.
Introduction
Radio spectrum is becoming one of the most important and scarcest resources in wireless communication system. However, because of the current spectrum allocation policies, the spectrum utilization efficiency in licensed spectrum is very low [1] , which generates many non-continuous vacant frequency bands, referred to as spectrum holes [2] . Cognitive radio (CR) which allows secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically utilize the frequency spectrum originally assigned to licensed primary users (PUs) is a promising approach to alleviate spectrum scarcity.
Considerable achievementhave been made for spectrum allocation in CRNs by adopting game theory [3] - [4] , graph theory [5] - [6] and linear programming [7] - [9] , which assume that the parameters of radio environment are static. However, in practice, due to the imperfect spectrum sensing, transmission delay and time-varied spectrum environment etc, it is difficultforthe secondary network to have theaccuratereal-timeparametersin CRNs, which will make the parameters non-deterministic. Therefore, in fact, static spectrum allocationalgorithm without considering nondeterministic parameters may result in frequent spectrum collision and poor performance. Recently, dynamic resource allocation with non-deterministic parameters in CRNs has received considerable interest from academia, which mainly focus on non-deterministic channel gain and mutual interference [10] - [12] . [10] studies the resource allocation for CRNs under non-deterministic signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR) and propose a power control scheme by using water filling algorithm and stochastic programming. On the other hand, [11] studies the distributed resourceallocation problem in CRNs by considering the nondeterministic channel gainand the authors propose arobustdistributedpowercontrol algorithm by applying secondorder cone programming (SOCP). [12] proposes a robust distributed uplink power allocation algorithm by using worst case robust optimization method, which consider channel gains from SUs to PUs' base station, and interferencecaused by PUs to the SUs' base station are nondeterministic. Inaddition,most existing works mainly focus on non-deterministic channel gain and mutual interference. However, due to PU/SU activity and mobility, spectrum environment will change frequently, which result in time-variedbandwidth of spectrum holes. Therefore, exploring a spectrum allocation algorithm by considering nondeterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes is necessary for future CRNs, which will reduce spectrum collision and greatlyimprove spectrum efficiency. To the best ofour knowledge, non-continuous spectrum allocation in CRNs by considering non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holeshas not beenstudied in previous works.
This paper studies the non-continuous spectrum allocation problem in CRNs where the bandwidth of spectrum holes isnon-deterministic due to PU/SU activity and mobility. We present a novel PDF model through order statistic to describe the non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes and provide a bound to approximate it. This PDF model is different from existing researches which mainly focus on the time duration of spectrum holes [13] [14] . After that, a statistical spectrum allocation model based on stochastic MKP is established for spectrum allocation with non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes. To reduce the computational complexity, we transform this stochastic programming probleminto a constant MKP though exploiting the properties of CDF, which can be solved via MTHG algorithm by using auxiliary variable. Simulation results illustrate that the proposed statistical spectrum allocation algorithm can achieve better performances compared to the existing algorithms when the bandwidth of spectrum holes istime-varied.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The layout problem is inSection II.InSection III, the statistical model for bandwidth of spectrum holes is presented. In Section IV, the statistical spectrum allocation algorithm based on stochastic MKP methodisproposed. Numerical results are provided in Section V to demonstrate theadvantages of the proposed schemes.We conclude this paper inSection VI.
Layout of Problem
In this CRNs system, the spectrum occupancy over frequency domain at a certain time is non-continuous, as depicted in Fig.1 The totally frequency band is T , and the number of spectrum holes is n . ( ) x i and ( ) y i are used to denote the start point of spectrum occupancy and the occupied bandwidth. The bandwidth of spectrum hole are denoted by b . To describe the non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes, we establish a PDF model for bandwidth of spectrum holes and based on this,a statistical spectrum allocation algorithm is proposed. Spectrum occupancy over frequency domain
Statistical Modelfor Bandwidth ofSpectrumHoles
In this section, the non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes has been formulated in a mathematic way. We consider the bandwidth of spectrum holes as a part of interval between two adjacent order statistics and represent it through a random variable. Then, base on the properties of two adjacent order statistics, the PDF of bandwidth of spectrum holes can be derived.
Theorem 1: The PDF of bandwidth of spectrum holes when ( ) x i follows a uniform distribution (0, )
Where n T O , and the upper and lower bounds
(This derivation method can also be used when ( ) x i and ( ) y i follow other distributions) Proof: Let ( ) ( 1) ( ) z i x i x i , where ( ) z i represents the interval between two adjacent order statistics. Then the bandwidth of spectrum holes can be achieved by ( ) ( ) ( ) b i z i y i . According to [15] , the joint probability distribution function of two order statistics can be obtained as
,the probability distribution function z can be expressed as 
The probability distribution function of b can be given 
Hence, based on the method of moment [15] , the PDF parameter j O of bandwidth of spectrum hole j can express
We assume j c is a random variable in (15) and follows the PDF (1), which transmits the MKP spectrum allocation model above into a stochastic programming model. The unknown random variable introduces uncertainty to (15) and makes the constraint quit complicated. Thus, to reduce the complexity, we tackle this issue by using chance-constraint programming method which finds the optimum solution under the condition that the constraints is feasible with probability greater than the thresholdD . The constraint (15) This indicates the constraint must be feasible with the probability greater than j D and this model maximizes the transmission rate by satisfying the constraint with high probability.
Simplification and solution
To reduce the computational complexity, we simplify the stochastic programming model above by the usage of the properties of CDF. For (17) , since j c follows the CDF ( )
. Therefore, (17) will be satisfied only if (18) Furthermore, as Pr{ } 1 ( )
Since the model proposed is a NP-hard problem, the existing algorithm obtains the solution by exhaustive search which will encounter complex computationswhen n and m have large values. Hence, we convert the model into a Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) by using auxiliary variable and solve it via MTHG algorithm [17] which will get the suboptimal solution. Let 
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of proposed statistical spectrum allocation algorithm has be studied thoughnumericalsimulations.We assume that all SUslocated around SUs' base station with the distance randomly ranged from 50 to 2000 m and the simulation parameters are set as TableI. In order to simulate the time-variedbandwidth of spectrum holes caused by PU/SU activity and mobility, we randomly generate spectrum holes with the bandwidth changed through change rate p (the probability of bandwidth of spectrum hole changed next moment) over the frequency band W . Then, we compare the performance of proposed statistical MKP spectrum allocation algorithm with static MKP spectrum allocation algorithm in [8] . Fig. 2illustrates the CDF of SU spectrum efficiency using the two algorithmswith different situation ( 0.5 p and 1 p ). As shown in Fig. 2 , statistical MKP algorithm and static MKP algorithm occupy 61% and 52% respectively when the spectrum efficiency is large than 1.8, which means statistical MKPalgorithm has larger percentage of high spectrum efficiency than the static MKP algorithm. This case is becausestatistical MKP algorithm which takes the statistical properties of bandwidth of spectrum holes into consideration can achieve dynamic optimal and reduce bandwidth collisions caused by spectrum holes changes. Moreover, as p increased to 1, statistical MKP algorithm exceeds static MKP algorithm more, which means statistical MKP algorithm can better adapt to the scenario with frequency time-varied bandwidth of spectrum holes and achieve high spectrum efficiency. In Fig.3 , we evaluate the network utility with different bandwidth change rate p . The network utility is defined as [18] 
Where (k) R is the throughput for SU k . In theFig. 3, as p increased, the network utility is reduced due to bandwidth collision. The static MKP algorithm suffers lower networkutility thanstatistical MKP algorithm, because it only considers current static optimal and use constant allocation parameters, which may lead to more bandwidth collision. In addition, when the number of spectrum holes increase, the network utility of statistical MKP algorithm increase more than the static MKP algorithm, which means statistical MKP algorithm can obtain a good performance under the condition of non-continuous spectrum. Network utility with different bandwidth of spectrum holes change rate p Fig. 4 shows the average spectrum collision rate with different bandwidth change rate p . From Fig. 4 , we can see that as p increase, the spectrum collision rate increased dramatically and statistical MKP algorithm achieve lower collision rate than the static MKP algorithm. It is becausestatistical MKP algorithm can relax the bandwidth collision through assigning spectrum resource with considering the statistical properties of spectrum holes. The result shows that statistical MKP algorithm can effectively reduce the spectrum collision when spectrum holes changes. Average spectrum collision rate with different bandwidth of spectrum holes change rate p
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of non-continuous spectrum allocation in CRNs where the bandwidth of spectrum holes is non-deterministic due to PU/SU activity and mobility.We present a novel PDF model through order statistic to describe the non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes and provide a bound to approximate it.After that, a statistical spectrum allocation model based on stochastic MKP is established for spectrum allocation with non-deterministic bandwidth of spectrum holes. To reduce the computational complexity, we transform this stochastic programming probleminto a constant MKP though exploiting the properties of CDF, which can be solved via MTHG algorithm by using auxiliary variable. Simulation resultsverify that the proposedstatistical spectrum allocation algorithm can achieve better performances compared to the existing algorithms when the bandwidth of spectrum holes istime-varied. 
